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1. Motivation

• Key step in improving predictability of spillover events
and disease control is improved understanding of mech-
anisms which allow endemic existence in host reservoir
populations
• Foot and mouth disease viruses (FMDVs) are highly

virulent group of pathogens which can infect a variety of
both domestic and wild cloven hoofed ungulates
• In Sub-Saharan control of FMDVs is further complicated

by the presence of African buffalo as a wild reservoir.
• FMDVs have high force of infection in their reservoir pop-

ulation with an estimated 98% of individuals having en-
countered all three local serotypes - SAT1, 2, and 3 by
two years of age.
•we combine experimental data form 23 host animals with

compartmental ODEs to better understand differing dy-
namics across SAT1, SAT2, SAT3

Figure 1: Model diagram corresponding to system (1), compartments are pathogen, P , innate

immune response, I, adaptive immune response, A.
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Table 1: Key model quantities with description

Quantity Description Notes
P0 Initial viral load Range: 2.1× 10−7 − 1
r Viral growth rate Range: 0− 6
maxτ P (τ) Maximum viral load From time trajectory
K Viral carrying capacity Range: 3.75− 11

In absence of adaptive response
100[(maxτ P (τ)−K)/K Effect of adapt. response Percent relative difference

on peak viral load∫ τf
0
P (τ)dτ Cumulative viral load τf last measurement day

of experiment
I0 Initial innate response level Range: 0.8Xj

I(0)−Xj
I (0) log10(µgmL)

if X(j)
I (0) > 0,

1.5-2.0 log10(µgmL) if X(j)
I (0) = 0

A0 Initial adaptive response level Fixed at (1× 10−4)I0
Λ Innate response maintenance rate Fixed at d ·minτ X

(j)
I (τ)

for host j
k Max. innate response activation rate Range: 0.04− 1

γ Half-saturation point Range: .9P (j)
0 − 1.1P

(j)
0 .

for innate response activation for host j
d Decay rate of innate response Fixed at d = 1/11.18 days−1 for SAA,

d = 1/21.23 days−1 for Hapto,
from [?]

a Adaptive response activation rate For fitting a = 0
due to Innate Response

b Adaptive response activation rate Range 0− 1
δ Clearance rate of adaptive response Range 0− 3
θ Clearance rate of innate response For fitting θ = 0

2. Methods

2.1 Fitting Procedure
In this section we denote pathogen data for host j as X(j)

P
and the data for host j collectively as Xj. Data was col-
lected for contact infected hosts on infection days τ =

{0, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 28} and for needle infected hosts on infec-
tion days τ = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 14, 30}. For our data fitting we
first obtain initial estimates for initial viral load, P0, and viral
growth rate, r, assuming a simple exponential growth model
up to time τ∗:

P (τ ) = P0e
r̃τ τ ≤ τ∗i,j, (2)

This estimate of P0 was retained and fixed, while this esti-
mate for viral growth rate was used for a lower bound and
initial estimate for viral growth rate when simultaneously fit
with other model parameters when we consider the follow-
ing immunological model (obtained by setting θ, a = 0):
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For each measurement of innate response considered
(SAA, Haptoglobin, and BKA) we take m (viral load and
adaptive response data, as described in section, and either
SAA, Haptoglobin, or BKA data as appropriate) time-series

for host j:
{(
τ

(j)
i,k , X

(j)
i,k

)}Nj,k

i=0
, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ 23 and

model (3):{
du
dτ = f (τ,u(τ,p)) u(τ ) ∈ Rn+,p ∈ D ⊆ R`+
u(0) = u0 ∈ Rn+

(4)

where D is the parameter space. Define
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We seek to find p̂ ∈ D such that for
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Mj∑
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[
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]2
(6)

Sj(p) ≥ Sj(p̂) (7)

for all p ∈ D.
To obtain these fit parameter point estimates we numeri-
cally solve these two non-linear least squares problems in
sequence using the interior-reflexive Newton method as im-
plemented by MatLab’s lsqcurvefit function,

2.2 Practical Identifiability Analysis and Un-
certainty Quantification

1. under the assumption that the measurement error is inde-
pendently and normally distributed with variation relative
in magnitude to the measured total at each data point,
X
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where g is the true set of values at each time and p̂ the
set of true parameter values, generate M data sets (M =
40, 000 for SAT 1 & SAT 2, M = 30, 000 for SAT 3, contact
infected hosts , M = 40, 000 for all serotypes with needle
infected hosts M = 10, 000 for individual hosts as well as
sample mean and sample standard deviation, calculated
for each block of 3 or 4 generated data-sets at each iter-
ation)

2. If average relative error (ARE) for all parameters, pξ,
1 ≤ ξ ≤ `,
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is less or close to introduced noise level conclude that
parameters are practically identifiable

• Analysis indicates all fit model parameters are practically
identifiable with available data

3. Results

Theorem 1. If I0 > 0 or A0 > 0, then the pathogen
(within-the host) eventually clears (limτ→∞P (τ ) = 0), and
subsequently the innate immune response antibodies de-
cay and the adaptive immune response antibodies in-
crease to a steady-state, respectively; i.e. limτ→∞ I(τ ) =
Λ/d and limτ→∞A(τ ) = A+, where A+ > 0 depends on
the initial condition; i.e. A+ = z(P0, I0, A0).

Figure 2: Viral parameters for contact infected hosts

Figure 3: Immune parameters for contact infected hosts

Figure 4: Mean time trajectories (lines) and 95% confidence intervals (shaded regions) for

contact infected hosts. log10(IHapto) used as measure of innate response, FMDV viral data, and VNT

used as measure of adaptive response

4. Conclusion & Future Work

•Our data support constraint of viral growth by adaptive,
but not innate immune responses in the buffalo.
• Specifically, rapid and effective antibody responses

against the SAT2 strain we studied resulted in low maxi-
mum titers of this strain compared to the other two FMDV
strains, which attained comparable viral loads despite
contrasting life histories.
•within-host viral growth parameters we measured align

with among-host viral transmission parameters for the
three FMDV strains in our study
• Future work should include additional viral strains and

assess variation in disease transmission from individual
hosts to define response functions linking disease dy-
namic parameters across scales more comprehensively.
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